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Milky Way (MW) satellites reside within dark matter (DM) subhalos with a broad distribution of
circular velocity profiles. This diversity is enhanced with the inclusion of ultra-faint satellites, which
seemingly have very high DM densities, albeit with large systematic uncertainties. We argue that if
confirmed, this large diversity in the MW satellite population poses a serious test for the structure
formation theory with possible implications for the DM nature. For the Cold Dark Matter model, the
diversity might be a signature of the combined effects of subhalo tidal disruption by the MW disk and
strong supernova feedback. For models with a dwarf-scale cutoff in the power spectrum, the diversity
is a consequence of the lower abundance of dwarf-scale halos. This diversity is most challenging for
Self-Interacting Dark Matter (SIDM) models with cross sections σ/mχ & 1 cm
2g−1 where subhalos
have too low densities to explain the ultra-faint galaxies. We propose a novel solution to explain the
diversity of MW satellites based on the gravothermal collapse of SIDM haloes. This solution requires
a velocity-dependent cross section that predicts a bimodal distribution of cuspy dense (collapsed)
subhaloes consistent with the ultra-faint satellites, and cored lower density subhaloes consistent with
the brighter satellites.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cold and collisionless nature of dark matter (DM)
is a central hypothesis of the standard CDM model of
structure formation, which is largely consistent with the
large scale structure of the Universe [1], and is the corner-
stone of current state-of-the-art simulations that model
the complexity of galaxy formation and evolution [2–
4]. However, the validation of these hypotheses remains
elusive since the predictions that make CDM a distinct
model occur at (sub)galactic scales, where gas/stellar
(baryonic) physics and possible new DM physics are en-
tangled. It is in fact at these scales that CDM has been
challenged over recent decades by its apparent inconsis-
tency with observations, particularly by seemingly over-
predicting the abundance and inner DM content of dwarf
galaxies [5–13]. Whether this indicates the need for new
DM physics or the lack of an accurate account of bary-
onic physics remains controversial. Supernova feedback
and gas heating during the reionization era suppress the
formation of dwarf galaxies and reduce their inner DM
densities (e.g. [14–16]), but there is no firm evidence of
the high efficiency required from these processes to be
viable solutions to all CDM challenges (see [17] for a re-
view).
Among the range of allowed DM physics that can im-
pact the physics of galaxies, there are two mechanisms
that encompass a large set of possible DM particle mod-
els: (i) a dwarf-scale cutoff in the linear matter power
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spectrum, either caused by free streaming as in Warm
Dark Matter (WDM) [18, 19], or by interactions be-
tween DM and relativistic particles in the early Universe
[20, 21]; (ii) a reduction of the central density of halos
if DM is self-interacting (SIDM, [22]). Although these
two mechanisms naturally alleviate the CDM challenges
(e.g. [23–28]), verifying/falsifying them remains a chal-
lenge due to their interplay/degeneracies with baryonic
physics (although see [29]).
In this work we revisit the challenge of matching the
abundance and kinematic properties of the Milky Way
(MW) satellites by looking at the so-called too-big-to-
fail (TBTF) problem, which states that the most mas-
sive subhaloes predicted by CDMN -body simulations are
too centrally dense to host the brightest MW satellites
[10, 30]. We take a different perspective of the TBTF
challenge in light of recent observations of ultra-faint
galaxies, which indicate a strikingly diverse distribution
of the internal kinematics of this dispersion-supported
satellite population [31, 32]. Such diversity is akin to
the diversity of rotation curves reported in higher mass,
rotationally-supported dwarf galaxies [13]. Our goal is to
show how this diversity in MW satellites poses a serious
test for structure formation models and focus particularly
on its implications for the DM nature.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
describe the DM models we study and their correspond-
ing cosmological simulations. In Section III we present
our results on the distribution of circular velocity profiles
in the simulated subhalo population and its comparison
with observations from the MW satellites. In Section IV
we discuss a number of factors that impact our results
as well as discuss the crucial role that the gravothermal
2collapse of SIDM halos could have for the SIDM model.
Finally, our Conclusions are given in Section V.
II. DM MODELS AND SIMULATIONS
We analyse a sample of DM-only cosmological simu-
lations of MW-size halos, four of which have been used
in the past to study subhalo abundance and their inner
structure (see Table I). Fig. 1 shows the linear power
spectra (left) and self-interaction cross sections (right)
for the different DM models used in these simulations.
The motivation for using this particular set of simula-
tions is to have a sample with sufficient and roughly
similar resolution of O(100 pc) to probe the inner re-
gion of MW satellites in different DM models: CDM
[34], WDM (mWDM = 2.3 keV; [34]), SIDM (σT /mχ =
1 cm2g−1; [25]), and a model within the ETHOS frame-
work of structure formation [41]. The latter is a bench-
mark case fine-tuned in [26] to alleviate the TBTF and
abundance problems. It contains both self-interactions
(σT /mχ ∼ 0.3 cm
2g−1 at the characteristic velocities of
MW satellites) and a primordial cutoff in the power spec-
trum (nearly equivalent to a ∼ 3.4 keV WDM model;
[38]) due to DM−dark radiation interactions in the early
Universe.
We notice that the 2.3 keV thermal WDM model we
use is disfavored at > 3σ C.L. from observations of the
Lyman−α forest flux power spectra [39, 42]. Although it
has been pointed out that uncertain factors in the high
redshift Universe, most notably the thermal history of the
intergalactic medium, could greatly relax the constraint
on the WDM particle mass (e.g [43]), very recent infer-
ences on this thermal history [44] reduce this possibility
and seemingly validate the constraints in [39, 42]. In the
ETHOS model we consider however, the power spectrum
cutoff occurs at smaller scales (roughly analogue to a 3.4
keV thermal WDM model; [38]), and thus it is in consid-
erable less tension with Ly-α forest data (see [45]).
On the other hand, most limits on the self-interacting
transfer cross section are in place for systems with char-
acteristic velocities larger than those in the MW satellites
and are of the order of σT /mχ = 1 cm
2g−1 (for a review
of the constraints see Table 1 of [46]). A recent study re-
ports a constraint of σT /mχ < 0.57 cm
2g−1 (99% C.L.)
at precisely the velocity scales of MW satellites through
measurements of the inner DM density in the Draco satel-
lite ([47]; see also [48]). Although this is potentially a
relevant constraint on SIDM, Draco has a stellar mass of
∼ 3 × 105 M⊙ and it cannot be ruled out that baryonic
physics could impact the inner profile of low-mass SIDM
halos. In fact, for galaxies with ∼ 106 M⊙ in stellar
mass, it has been shown that the profiles of SIDM halos
are cuspier than their DM-only counterparts (see Fig. 5
of [49]).
To this simulation suite we add a new one (vdSIDM)
with the same initial conditions as the SIDM simulation
but with a strong velocity dependent cross section (or-
ange line in the right panel of Fig. 1). In the particu-
lar model we use, DM self-scattering is mediated by a
massive force carrier (mφ) through an attractive Yukawa
potential with coupling strength αc. In this case, the
transfer cross section in the classical regime can be ap-
proximated by a fitting function used in plasma physics
(see e.g. [24, 50, 51]):
σT
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≈
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where β = πv2max/v
2 = 2αcmφ/(mχv
2
rel) and σ
max
T =
22.7/m2φ, and vrel is the relative velocity of the DM par-
ticles. Here vmax is the velocity at which (σT vrel) peaks
at a transfer cross section equal to σmaxT . We choose
the particle physics parameters so that vmax = 25 km/s
and σmaxT = 60 cm
2g−1. With this choice of parame-
ters, self-interactions are frequent enough in the center of
dwarf-scale SIDM (sub)halos to trigger the gravothermal
catastrophe phase, which is a well-known mechanism in
globular clusters [52], and that in the SIDM case results
in the collapse of the core into a central cusp [53–57].
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 2 we compare the distribution of the circular
velocity profiles, Vcirc(r), of the massive subhalo pop-
ulation in the different DM models with the observed
distribution of circular velocities at the half light radius
V1/2 ≡ Vcirc(r1/2) for the MW satellite population. We
have taken the observed values of V1/2 and r1/2 from
[32], where a new mass estimator to infer the dark mat-
ter content in pressure-supported systems was employed
that the authors claim provides unbiased mass estimates
with a ∼ 10% accuracy. Using this estimator we have:
V 21/2 = V
2
circ(r1/2 = 1.8R1/2) = 3.5〈σ
2
los〉 (2)
where R1/2 and 〈σ
2
los〉 are the observed projected half-
light radius and luminosity-averaged squared line-of-sight
velocity dispersion of the stars (given in Table 2 of [32]).
We also include the newly discovered Antlia 2 satellite
[58] with (r1/2, V1/2) values computed with the same es-
timator as in [32].
We only consider satellites (subhalos) within 300 kpc
from the center of the observed (simulated) MW system.
This leaves us with 24 confirmed MW satellites (after ex-
cluding Leo T), which we compare against the 24 subha-
los in each simulation with the largest maximum circular
velocity Vmax(z = 0), excluding the two subhalos with
the highest ranking, which are deemed to be Magellanic
Cloud analogs. The simulation data in Fig. 2 extend
down to a radius where convergence is reasonable (solid
3Name Cosmology σT /mχ mWDM M200 mDM ǫ Reference Aquarius IC
[cm2g−1] [keV] [1012 M⊙] [M⊙] [pc] [33]
CDM WMAP-7 − − 1.94 1.55×104 68.1 [34] Aq-A-2
SIDM WMAP-1 1.0 − 1.80 4.9×104 120.5 [25] Aq-A-3
WDM WMAP-7 − 2.32 1.87 1.55×104 68.1 [34] Aq-A-2
ETHOS Planck−2015 0.3 (vrel = 10 km/s) 3.4 1.64 2.76×10
4 72.4 [26] −
vdSIDM WMAP-1 125 (vrel = 10 km/s) − 1.84 4.9×10
4 120.5 this work Aq-A-3
TABLE I. Main MW-size zoom-in simulation properties. Columns: (1) label; (2) the dataset to which the cosmological
parameters in each simulation are consistent with: WMAP 1st year [35], WMAP 7th year [36] or Planck 2015 [37]; (3) the
transfer cross section per unit mass for the SIDM, ETHOS and vdSIDM cases; the latter two are velocity-dependent, and only
the value at 10 km/s is shown as reference; (4) the thermal relic mass for the WDM and ETHOS cases; the latter is not a WDM
model, but it has a cutoff to the linear power spectrum with a scale similar to a thermal relic WDM model with the mass shown
on the table (this model is labeled ETHOS-4 in [26]; see Fig. 1 and Table 1 therein, and Fig. 1 in [38]); (5) the mass within a
radius enclosing a mean density of 200 times the critical density; (6) the simulation particle mass; (7) the Plummer-equivalent
softening length; (8) the original reference describing each simulation; (9) the reference to the initial conditions for the zoom-in
simulations. With the exception of the ETHOS simulation, all other cases correspond to the simulation volume labeled Aq-A
in the Aquarius simulation suite [33].
FIG. 1. Left: Dimensionless linear DM power spectra (∆2(k) = k3Plinear(k)/2π
2) for the simulations used in this work. The
CDM (black), SIDM (gray), and vdSIDM (orange) cases have a CDM-like power spectrum while the WDM (red) and ETHOS
(blue) cases have galactic-scale cutoffs produced by free streaming and DM−dark radiation interactions in the early Universe,
respectively. In the black hashed area, DM is constrained to behave like CDM (e.g. Ly-α constraints on WDM [39]). Notice
that not all simulations have the same cosmological parameters, and thus there is a mismatch at large scales. Right: The
transfer cross section as a function of relative velocity for the simulations with self-interactions. The black hashed area with
σT /mχ < 0.1 cm
2g−1 marks the region where DM is effectively collisionless. The green hashed area on the left is the relevant
region for MW satellites. Above the dashed line, self-interactions are frequent enough for the onset of gravothermal collapse
within a Hubble time in SIDM halos. The magenta arrow is the limit to the cross section from shape measurements of the
elliptical galaxy NGC720 [40].
lines): ∼ 3.5ǫ for the CDM, WDM and ETHOS models,
and ∼ 2ǫ for the SIDM case. The latter is smaller than in
the other cases because SIDM halos are much better con-
verged in the central regions due to the thermalization of
the core [e.g. 24, 59].
The gravitational softening lengths of the simulations
are of O(100 pc), which is around the scale of the half-
light radii of the ultra-faint galaxies. In order to extrap-
olate the simulation results to this unresolved regime we
proceed as follows. For the CDM and WDM cases, we
note that the simulations are sufficiently resolved down
to ∼ 200 pc to approach the expected asymptotic value of
4FIG. 2. The circular velocity profiles for the 24 subhalos with the largest values of Vmax(z = 0) within 300 kpc of the center
of the MW-size halo, after excluding Magellanic Cloud analogs. We show four different cosmologies (see Fig. 1): CDM, SIDM
with σT /mχ = 1 cm
2g−1, WDM with mχ = 2.3 keV, and a benchmark model within the ETHOS framework, which has
self-interactions and a primordial power spectrum cutoff [26, 41]. The solid lines show the profiles beyond the convergence
radius. Below this radius (thin lines), most subhalos have reached the expected asymptotic values: Vcirc ∝ r
γ for cuspy (left
panels) and cored profiles (right panels). Open symbols with error bars show Vcirc values at the half light radius for 24 MW
satellites as given in [32, 58]. Lines and symbols in gray are examples of consistent matches of simulated subhalos and data
points (the largest possible number of matching pairs is shown in the lower right). The mismatches are shown in green.
5the NFW profile: Vcirc ∝ r
1/2 [34]. In fact, we have veri-
fied that power law fits to the last 4 resolved radial bins in
the CDM and WDM cases result in a median slope that
is very close to 0.5. Because of this, we extrapolate the
Vcirc profiles for these simulations (left panels of Fig. 2)
with power laws of fixed NFW slope and a normalization
given by the last resolved radial bin. For the SIDM and
ETHOS simulations (right panels of Fig. 2) we proceed
in a similar way, fixing the slopes of the power laws to
the median slope of the last 4 resolved radial bins of the
Vcirc profiles. In this case, we find that at r & 200 pc
the profiles have not yet reached the asymptotic value
for a profile with a flat central core: Vcirc ∝ r. Instead,
the SIDM case has Vcirc ∝ r
0.8 while the ETHOS case
has Vcirc ∝ r
0.7. The reason for this is that the ther-
malization of the core is neither perfect nor complete,
particularly for the ETHOS case where the cross section
for the typical velocities of the considered subhalo popu-
lation at these scales (∼ 10 km/s) is ∼ 0.3 cm2g−1 (see
right panel of Fig. 1), resulting in an isothermal region
that is much smaller than the maximum it can attain.
Finally, for the vdSIDM simulation (Fig. 3 in Section
IVB), we separate the subhalo population into two dis-
tinct subpopulations according to the behavior of their
circular velocity profiles in the last resolved radial range:
Vcirc ∝ r
γ . If γ ≥ 0.65, then subhalos are cored-like, oth-
erwise they are cusp-like. We then proceed as in previous
cases and assign to each subclass an asymptotic behavior
given by the median value of γ computed for each sub-
class. Notice that although the specific value of γ used
to divide the population is somewhat arbitrary, it serves
the purpose of characterizing the bimodal distribution of
Vcirc profiles that is apparent in the vdSIDM case.
Although the spread and normalization of the distri-
butions give an idea of how discrepant/similar the sim-
ulations are to the data, we can proceed further and es-
tablish a consistency between the simulations and the
data by defining matching pairs, a circular velocity pro-
file and a (r1/2,V1/2) observational point, and finding the
largest set of subhalos that is consistent with the largest
number of data points in the following way. In order to
be conservative in our assessment of the consistency be-
tween the simulations and the data, our goal is to find
the maximum number of possible matching simulated
subhalo−observed satellite pairs. To accomplish this we
use the following procedure. For each data point, we find
all subhalos with a circular velocity profile that lie within
a square defined by the error bars of that data point.
Once this list of possible matches is built, we then ran-
domly choose matching pairs by first selecting at random
a data point and then at random a matching subhalo.
Both of these random choices are sampled from uniform
distributions (without replacement) and the process is
repeated 1000 times, which is sufficient to ensure that
the maximum possible number of matches is achieved. A
random realisation that achieves the maximum number
of matches is chosen as the example shown in Figs. 2 and
3 for each DM model.
The matching pairs (mismatches) are shown in Fig. 2
in gray (green). The upper panels of Fig. 2 show the cases
that are more discrepant with the data: CDM (left) and
SIDM (right). CDM has the well-known TBTF problem,
having too many dense subhalos to explain the satellite
distribution. On the other hand, SIDM with 1 cm2g−1
predicts subhalos with too low densities to match the
ultra-faint galaxies. In both the CDM and the SIDM
models, the spread of the profile distribution is a prob-
lem: the subhalo population is too narrow to account
for the large spread in the data. This problem is allevi-
ated without appealing to baryonic physics if the subhalo
abundance is suppressed due to a primordial power spec-
trum cutoff, regardless of whether subhalos are cored or
cuspy. This is shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 2,
where both the WDM and ETHOS models show a more
reasonable match to observations.
IV. DISCUSSION
In the following we discuss a number of limita-
tions/circumstances of the simulations we use, which im-
pact the results shown in Fig. 2: choice of cosmologi-
cal parameters, MW halo mass and halo-to-halo environ-
mental scatter, choice of subhalo ranking, as well as the
most relevant (baryonic) physical processes not present in
our simulations: adiabatic contraction, supernova feed-
back and tidal disruption by the MW disk.
a) Cosmological parameters. The different parameters
used in the simulations have an impact on the in-
ner densities of (sub)halos. In particular, a larger
value of σ8, the rms amplitude of linear mass fluctu-
ations in 8 Mpc/h spheres at redshift zero, results in
satellites forming earlier and therefore being denser,
which makes the too-big-to-fail problem more severe
[60]. Qualitatively, this is only relevant for the SIDM
and vdSIDM simulations, which have an overly high
value of σ8. Because of this, we would expect SIDM
to be even more discrepant with the ultra-faint galax-
ies if the simulation were repeated with a lower more
consistent σ8 value.
b) MW halo mass and halo-to-halo scatter. All of the
simulations in our sample have a MW halo at the
extreme high mass end of current estimates [61, 62].
On the other hand, since we are looking at a single
realization of a MW-size halo, we are not considering
the possible variations in the subhalo populations at a
fixed halo mass. We remark however, that except for
the ETHOS case, the particular halo we are consid-
ering is part of the haloes belonging to the Aquarius
simulation suite (Aq-A; [33]), which have been found
to be fairly representative of the MW-like halo popu-
lation in the CDM cosmology [63], particularly with a
subhalo abundance that is similar or larger than the
cosmological median [64]. Taking this into considera-
tion and acknowledging that a less massive halo would
6result in an overall less dense subhalo population, we
expect Fig. 2 to be shifted downwards for all mod-
els. The consequences would be more striking for the
SIDM case, as it would amplify its discrepancy with
the data. For our conclusions to change significantly,
the actual MW halo would likely need to deviate sig-
nificantly from the median expectations with a larger
abundance of dense subhalos than expected.
c) Subhalo ranking. For simplicity, we have chosen
Vmax(z = 0) to rank subhalos, but given the environ-
mental effects (e.g. tidal and ram pressure stripping)
that affect a subhalo once it is accreted into a larger
host, Vmax(zinfall), with zinfall being the infall time
into the MW, would be a more appropriate choice the-
oretically due to its stronger correlation with satellite
luminosity (see e.g. Fig. 6 of [65]). Unfortunately,
we do not have the subhalo assembly histories for all
the simulations to compute Vmax(zinfall), but we note
that the expectation in this case is that a few of the
subhalos towards the lower end of the distribution of
Vcirc profiles would be replaced by subhalos that have
suffered from more severe tidal stripping and that, at
z = 0, have Vcirc profiles that are lower than those
shown in Fig. 2. The distribution towards the mas-
sive (higher) end would remain essentially unchanged
since, in general, subhalos that are massive at z = 0
were also massive in the past (e.g. see Fig. 2 of [66]).
We have explicitly verified this expectation for those
simulations where we have the values of Vmax(zinfall)
(CDM and WDM). Thus, the net result is that rank-
ing subhalos at infall would result in a slightly more
diverse distribution in Fig. 2, resulting in an overall
better match to observations for all models. It would
not however, alleviate the discrepancy of the SIDM
model with the ultra-faint galaxies.
d) Adiabatic contraction within subhalos. The assembly
of the galaxy leads to an adiabatic contraction of the
DM halo, which makes its density profile steeper to-
wards the center [67, 68]. The relevance of this effect
depends on the total mass of the galaxy and its con-
centration relative to those of the host halo. This
mechanism could enhance the diversity of Vcirc pro-
files only if the subhalo hosts of the ultra-faint galax-
ies were to become denser as a result. However, look-
ing at Fig. 2 these galaxies are most likely hosted by
the most massive MW subhalos, which are too mas-
sive (& 109 M⊙ at z = 0) to be affected by adiabatic
contraction since the ultra-faint galaxies have stellar
masses . 104 M⊙. The effect could be more relevant
for the cored SIDM subhalos, and thus we explicitly
simulated this effect with a higher resolution, con-
trolled simulation of an isolated SIDM halo. This halo
has similar properties to the most massive SIDM sub-
halos, with a “galaxy” that is dynamically modeled
with an external Plummer potential, and has a total
stellar mass and half light radius characteristic of the
ultra-faint galaxies. We found no significant impact
on Vcirc(r) down to the resolved scales ∼ 60 pc.
e) Supernova feedback and tidal disruption by the MW
disk. The (gravitational) transfer of energy to the
DM particle orbits by supernovae lowers the density
of DM halos with a strength that strongly depends on
the stellar-to-halo mass ratio (e.g. [69]), being largely
inefficient for systems such as the ultra-faint galaxies
(if they indeed live within massive subhalos). On the
other hand, the presence of a MW disk can lower the
densities of MW subhalos and even destroy them if
the pericenter of their orbits gets too close to the disk
(e.g. [70]). A recent cosmological hydrodynamical
simulation of the MW halo and its local environment
shows that these mechanisms (with tidal disruption
likely being the most relevant one) naturally create a
more diverse subhalo population (relative to the CDM
predictions without baryonic physics), and alleviate
the too-big-to-fail problem [71] (see also [16, 31, 72]).
We argue that all of these considerations are unlikely
to modify the discrepancy of the 1 cm2g−1 SIDM model
with the ultra-faint galaxies. Baryonic physics (particu-
larly tidal disruption by the MW disk) would however,
naturally enhance the diversity of Vcirc profiles in the MW
satellites [73]. In the case of CDM this results in a galaxy
population that is seemingly a good match to the distri-
bution of the classical dwarf satellites in the MW (see
Fig. 5 of [71]); the ultra-faint galaxies remain unresolved
in full cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, so it re-
mains unclear how well they are described in CDM. For
non-CDM models, it remains to be studied in detail how
tidal disruption by the MW disk combines with (i) a cut-
off in the power spectrum at the scale of MW satellites
(such as in the WDM and ETHOS models) and/or (ii)
SIDM-induced O(kpc) cores within MW satellites, to en-
hance the diversity in DM densities within sub-kiloparsec
scales. If this combination overfixes the problem, it could
put stringent constraints on non-CDM models.
In regards to point ii) in the paragraph above, [74] re-
cently performed MW-size CDM and SIDM (1 cm2g−1)
simulations, which model the tidal effect of the MW disk
by adding an embedded time-dependent potential. This
changes substantially the DM distribution of the host
MW halo relative to the DM-only simulation without the
effect of the disk (making it much more centrally dense
than even the CDM counterpart). However, the sub-kpc
distribution of DM densities of the most massive sub-
haloes is altered only in a minimal way, relative to the
DM-only simulation (see Fig. 3 of [74]). Overall the
SIDM subhaloes are slightly more dense than in the case
without the effects of the disk, but still clearly less dense
than in the CDM case. Based on this result, our ex-
pectation for the SIDM case with 1 cm2g−1 remains in
regards to its discrepancy with the ultra-faint galaxies.
It would nevertheless be interesting to analyze why the
MW tidal effects would enhance the SIDM densities for
that particular simulation, although this is perhaps due
to gravothermal collapse, which is accelerated when tidal
7stripping occurs, as was proposed recently by [57] (see
also [75, 76]).
A. Systematic uncertainties in ultra-faint galaxies
We stress that it is the large central densities of the
ultra-faint galaxies that make the diversity of the satel-
lite population particularly challenging. If the uncertain-
ties on the mass estimator used in [32] for these galaxies
have been underestimated, this would relax the discrep-
ancy noted here for the 1 cm2g−1 SIDM model. The
four ultra-faints we show in Figs. 2 and 3 could have rel-
evant systematic uncertainties: (i) the stellar kinemat-
ics data from Segue I is based on ∼ 70 stars [77], but
not all of them are unambiguously identified as belong-
ing to the satellite, which could affect the measurement
of 〈σlos〉 (see Fig. 5 of [78]); (ii) the data for Willman
1 is based on ∼ 15 stars [79] and a more detailed study
with a larger sample [80] suggested that Willman 1 might
not be in dynamical equilibrium, and also found possi-
ble interlopers in the sample in [79], which might have
biased high the value of 〈σlos〉; (iii) the cases of Segue II
and Boo¨tes II are even more uncertain with kinematics
based only on a handful of stars [81, 82]; a study by [83]
with ∼ 20 members of Segue II was not able to measure
the velocity dispersion, and instead set an upper limit of
〈σlos〉 < 2.6 km/s (95% confidence), which remains con-
sistent but at the lower end of the error bars reported
in [81], while a study by [84] on Boo¨tes II indicates that
the velocity dispersion reported in [82] might be biased
high due to the inclusion of a star that is likely part of a
binary system.
B. Gravothermal collapse in SIDM halos
The addition of baryonic physics points towards a sub-
halo population that should diversify and move system-
atically towards lower Vcirc values relative to the one
shown in Fig. 2 for all DM models. This would exac-
erbate the tension of the 1 cm2g−1 SIDM model with
the ultra-faint galaxies. It is however, possible for DM
self-interactions to provide a novel explanation to the di-
versity we highlight here if the cross section is velocity
dependent in such a way that it satisfies two conditions:
(i) it is large enough to be above but near the thresh-
old for gravothermal catastrophe at the typical internal
velocities of MW satellites and (ii) it has a strong ve-
locity dependence putting it well below this threshold at
the orbital velocities of MW satellites within the MW.
The former is required to have a fraction of SIDM sub-
halos collapse into cuspy density profiles, while the latter
is required to avoid subhalo evaporation due to particles
inside subhalos scattering with particles in the host halo,
and it also minimizes the impact of self-interaction in
the MW halo and beyond where constraints on the cross
section are tight (e.g. [24]).
FIG. 3. As Fig. 2 but for the vdSIDM simulation (see Fig. 1).
The velocity dependence of this SIDM model has cross sec-
tions near and above the onset of gravothermal collapse for
MW-like subhalos. This produces a bimodal subhalo distri-
bution, with some of the systems developing a central cusp,
Vcirc ∝ r
0.6, while the others still retain a core, Vcirc ∝ r
0.9.
The vdSIDM model we have explored (see Fig. 1) sat-
isfies these requirements and is shown in Fig. 3. We note
that in this case we use the subhalo ranking according to
the Vmax values in the SIDM simulation, which has the
same initial conditions. We do this because for those sub-
halos that have collapsed, the value of Vmax changes sub-
stantially in the later epochs after accretion, and likely
would not reflect the satellites’ luminosity. The effect
of the gravothermal collapse in this model is clear: it
distinctly diversifies the subhalo population by produc-
ing a bimodal distribution, with low-mass subhalos being
cuspy and offering a better match to the dense ultra-faint
galaxies, while more massive subhalos remain cored and
are better matched to the lower density satellites with
large half-light radii.
We can use the number of matching pairs as a way
of ranking the five different (DM-only) models we have
analysed in this work: 1) WDM (2.3 keV) with 21/24,
2) vdSIDM and ETHOS-4 both with 19/24, 3) SIDM
(1 cm2g−1) with 16/24 and 4) CDM with 15/24. An-
other way of quantifying the difference between the mod-
els is the following. We compute the minimum chi-
square of each model with all the satellites, i.e., for a
given combination of 24 pairs (regardless of the number
of matches), each being a subhalo circular velocity pro-
file and a (r1/2,V1/2) observational point, we compute
8the chi-square of the combination1, and explore a large
number of combinations to find the minimum chi-square.
To compare the models we compute the (reduced) chi-
square difference ∆χ2ν (ν = 24) relative to the WDM case,
which provides the best fit to the data, and find for each
model: vdSIDM, ∆χ2ν ∼ 13.3 (3.6σ), ETHOS-4, ∆χ
2
ν ∼
24.5 (5.0σ), SIDM (1 cm2g−1), ∆χ2ν ∼ 28.3 (5.3σ), and
CDM, ∆χ2ν ∼ 42.5 (5.6σ). This comparison gives a sim-
ilar ranking than the simple ordering based on the num-
ber of matching pairs, although in this case, the vdSIDM
case fares better than the ETHOS-4 case. We emphasize
that these rankings are merely indicative of the partic-
ular set of simulations we used and not a rigorous sta-
tistical test of the DM models given the limitations and
circumstances of the simulations we have discussed in this
section.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The abundance and internal kinematics of MW satel-
lites have been a challenge for the theory of structure
formation. The discovery of ultra-faint galaxies coupled
with the refinement of methods to estimate the DM mass
within the half light radii is seemingly indicating that the
MW satellites inhabit a subhalo population that has a
strikingly diverse distribution of circular velocity profiles.
In this work, we use DM-only simulations to highlight the
potential implications of such diversity for the DM nature
in models that deviate from the standard CDM model.
Broadly we study classes of models having either a pri-
mordial power spectrum cutoff at galactic-scales (WDM)
or strong DM self-interactions (SIDM) or a combination
of both (as in the ETHOS framework [26, 41]). Our main
conclusions are the following:
(i) a primordial cutoff in the power spectrum suppresses
the abundance of massive subhalos relative to CDM
and naturally creates a more diverse subhalo popula-
tion. A 2.3 keV WDM thermal relic model is quite
consistent with the distribution of MW satellites but
it is in tension with Ly-α forest constraints [42].
(ii) DM self-interactions with σT /mχ = 1 cm
2g−1 are ef-
fective at reducing the DM density of MW subhalos at
sub-kiloparsec scales but preserve the lack of diversity
seen in CDM (without baryonic physics). Contrary
to CDM, the predicted densities within ∼ 100 pc in
SIDM are too low to be consistent with the ultra-
faint galaxies. Although these galaxies have seri-
ous systematic uncertainties (see Section IVA), if
1
χ2 =
24∑
i=1
(
Vmodel(r
i
1/2
)− V i
1/2
)
σ(V i
1/2
)
)2
where σ(V i
1/2
) is the observational error for a given V i
1/2
data
point.
their currently inferred high densities are verified,
this poses a serious challenge for SIDM models with
σ/mχ & 1 cm
2g−1 at the velocity scales of MW satel-
lites.
(iii) we identify a novel way to explain the diversity of MW
satellites and match the high densities of the ultra-
faint galaxies within the SIDM model. It is based
on the gravothermal collapse of SIDM halos and re-
quires a velocity dependence in the SIDM cross sec-
tion having a value above the collapse threshold at
vrel ∼ 60 km/s (the velocity scale of massive MW
satellites) and quickly dropping at higher velocities
to avoid having an impact in the MW halo and larger
systems where constraints on the cross section are
tight. These conditions create a bimodal distribu-
tion of cored lower density subhalos more consistent
with brighter satellites, and of cuspy dense subhalos
consistent with the ultra-faint galaxies.
(iv) an allowed benchmark DM model within the ETHOS
framework that has both a primordial power spec-
trum cutoff and DM self-interactions, and that has
been shown to be a promising alternative to CDM
[26, 85], is consistent with the ultra-faint galaxies
and shows considerably more diversity than the CDM
model (without baryonic physics).
We argue that including baryonic physics in the simu-
lations would tend to increase the diversity of the subhalo
population and likely lower the sub-kiloparsec DM den-
sities (albeit see discussion at the end of section IV for
the SIDM case). Although quantifying this impact is a
necessary task to constrain non-CDM models, we remark
that based on this expectation, the challenge of SIDM in
matching the kinematics of the ultra-faint galaxies would
remain without a mechanism like the gravothermal col-
lapse. In dwarfs more massive than the MW satellites
(Vmax > 70 km/s), how cuspy or cored SIDM halos are
depends on the concentration of the baryonic component
[86]. Indeed, the interplay between self-interactions and
baryonic physics in this case has been invoked to address
the observed large diversity of rotation curves for a con-
stant cross section SIDM model with σT /mχ ∼ 1 cm
2g−1
[28, 87]. This interplay works because within the char-
acteristic scale of these galaxies (& 2 kpc), the DM con-
tent is comparable to the baryonic content. However,
at the scale of the ultra-faint galaxies (. 0.1 kpc), the
massive SIDM subhalos of the MW have enclosed masses
∼ 3× 105 M⊙, which is ∼ 100 times more mass than the
stellar mass of an ultra-faint galaxy. Hence the impact
of baryonic physics in these systems should be much re-
duced, and it is difficult to imagine how a population of
dense ultra-faint galaxies can be accommodated within
SIDM with σT /mχ & 1 cm
2g−1.
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